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          INTRODUCTION

touraj daryaee   

   Iran is a nation-state that until the early twentieth century was known to the world 
as Persia. In the West, the name Persia often invokes images of a world imbued 
with mystery, decadence, and luxury, images that persist from the time of classical 
Greek authors to that of the Victorian travelers. Persian carpets, Persian cats, and 
Iranian caviar, among other commodities, are images associated with Persians and 
Iran. Today, Iran is viewed as the paragon of defi ance against the West and imperi-
alism and as the defender of the Muslim world and the Palestinians in the face of 
threats and sanctions. But these are only glimpses of a civilization with a long and 
complicated history that has captivated and perplexed ancient and modern observ-
ers alike. It is for this reason that a history of Iran is of interest and value for the 
English-speaking world. 

 According to the Christian tradition, three Zoroastrian magi, the priests of the 
ancient Persian religion, followed the stars to fi nd Jesus in Bethlehem, far away 
from their fi re-temples. The magi, with their fi re-temples and their art of seeing 
into the unknown, were described by writers from Herodotus to Marco Polo. The 
establishment of the largest empire in antiquity, one of the most benevolent of any 
in world history, if any empire is good, is associated with the Persians. Its founder, 
Cyrus the Great, changed the map of the world and brought the Afro-Asiatic world 
together for the fi rst time in history. His successors created the fi rst world-scale 
political system, bringing the three ancient hydraulic systems, the civilizations of 
the Indus, the Nile, and Mesopotamia, into one orbit. Cyrus the Great’s own testa-
ment, the Cyrus Cylinder, is special among the records of world conquerors, pro-
claiming peace and justice among the different ethnic and religious communities 
under his fi rm rule. That is why he is remembered so fondly in the Old Testament 
as the “anointed” one by no less than God himself, and why Xenophon chose him 
as the subject of the fi rst biography in Greek. 
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 Art and ideas brought by the Iranians to the ancient world spread from the Islamic 
world to the Christian West. During late antiquity, Iranians introduced their favorite 
sport, polo, to the world. This game of the nobility, along with the board game backgam-
mon, was a means of education and physical preparation for Iranians in antiquity. Other 
cultural products included chess, its rules changed by the Iranians to make it as it is cur-
rently played, and one of the earliest visual attestations of jousting, from the third cen-
tury  ce . The gilded dishes from late antique Iran demonstrate the favorite activities of 
the court and nobility, especially the ruler, who in the Iranian world was called the “King 
of Kings” (Middle Persian  shāhān shāh ). These activities were in a sense the culmination 
of Persian  paideia , or, as it is known in Persian,  farhang  (“culture”). Thus, an Iranian had 
to be sound and balanced in both mind and body in order to be considered a cultured 
and complete individual. Once he acquired these arts, to use a term from the later Islamic 
Sufi  tradition, he had become a “perfected human” (in Persian,  ensān-e kāmel ). 

 Politically, Iranians were viewed with awe and fear throughout the ancient world, 
mainly due to the fact that the Greek city-states fought for independence from the Persians 
as well as one another. Persians, as the Greeks knew them then, were ruled by a king who 
represented the epitome of absolute monarchy. These kings lived in fabulous palaces, ate 
sumptuously, ruled over innumerable armies, and controlled half of the world. The ancient 
Iranians, from Cyrus the Great to Xerxes, were known and remembered in ancient litera-
ture for different reasons. Whereas Xerxes was vilifi ed for his attempt to conquer Hellas, 
Xenophon made Cyrus the subject of the fi rst Greek biography, the  Cyropaedia  or 
“Education of Cyrus.” In a sense, Cyrus the Great became that emulated  ensān-e kāmel , 
that perfect man for the ancients, Greeks and Iranians alike. Alexander the Great’s con-
quest of the Achaemenid Persian Empire brought initial devastation and then destruction 
to the famous Iranian capital, Persepolis. But a later consequence was the mingling of 
Greeks and Iranians in the Hellenistic period. To use the statement of the Achaemenid 
scholar Pierre Briant, Alexander was only the last of the Achaemenids. 

 These clashes, remembered and studied, also helped create the idea in post-Renais-
sance Europe of the confl ict of modern West versus the East or the Orient. On one side 
stands the West with its ancestors, the Greeks, facing the East with its ancestors, the 
Persians/Iranians. This binary opposition and cultural heritage is more a creation of 
modern Western tradition than a reality, as Greeks and Iranians interacted with each 
other much more than the Germans or the English did with the Greeks. In a sense, the 
Iranians and Greeks are part of the same cultural orbit and are the inheritors of the 
same cultural milieu. In the medieval period, more Iranians studied, worked, and wrote 
commentaries on Aristotelian and Platonic texts than did all the scholars in Europe. 

 In the second century  bce , the Arsacids were responsible for the creation of the 
Silk Road trade. The Achaemenid Persian Empire had already created a Royal Road 
1,600 miles long, connecting the Iranian Plateau to Central Asia and the 
Mediterranean. In 115  bce , during the rule of the Arsacids king Mithradates II, the 
Chinese ambassadors sent by the Emperor Wudi came to his court. They concluded 
a treaty whereby commodities would pass to and through Iran. Thus Chinese, 
Iranian, and Roman orbits of power became the main actors in the premodern 
Eurasian economy, which came into being with the Sino-Iranian treaty. 
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 The Romans, during their imperialistic adventures in the Near East, came face to 
face with the Iranian Arsacids. In 53  bce,  at the Battle of Carrhae, the Arsacids humili-
ated the once invincible Roman forces. The Romans were never really able to subdue 
the Parthian Empire and had to acknowledge its might. They also borrowed Iranian 
ideas via Armenia in the form of Mithraism. The Mithraic initiation ceremony, with its 
philosophical and soteriological aspects, had its origins in Zoroastrianism. The Romans 
adopted and adapted the tradition, and the “Persian religion,” as the Romans called it, 
became widespread in Europe and the Mediterranean region until Christianity won 
out in the fi fth century  ce . 

 In the third century  ce , with the coming of the new Sasanian dynasty to power, Iran 
became the single most powerful empire in the region. Between 240 and 270  ce , Shapur 
I brought the Roman Empire to its knees by capturing one Roman emperor, killing 
another, and making a third a tributary. Shapur II in the fourth century  ce  repeated the 
victories of a century before; he defeated the Romans and caused the death of their gen-
eral/emperor, Julian the Apostate. In the sixth and seventh centuries  ce , two kings named 
Khosrow ruled over one of the most opulent empires and one of the largest cities, 
Ctesiphon, in late antiquity. We can understand the Iranian mentality and worldview 
through a story about the Persian king and his throne room. The Iranians had placed 
three ceremonial thrones in their palace at Ctesiphon, for the Roman, Turkic, and 
Chinese rulers. The Persian king sat on a larger throne as a symbolic gesture of his supe-
riority. It is the wars of King Khosrow II and Emperor Heraclius that ushered in the 
decline of the Byzantine and the fall of the Sasanian Empire and thus the end of antiq-
uity. The Muslims were then able to easily sweep through Southwest Asia and the eastern 
Mediterranean to face and then decimate the two superpowers of late antiquity. It is 
noteworthy that Iranians themselves, particularly their cavalry, joined the conquerors 
and were responsible for Islam’s victory in the Afro-Asiatic world in the seventh and 
eighth centuries  ce . With this event, the world of ancient Iran changed deeply in politi-
cal, social, and religious ways, and Iran thus became part of the larger Muslim domain. 

 The word  Iran  and the idea it represents originally came from the mythical 
homeland of the Aryans. In the sacred text of the Zoroastrians, the  Avesta , specifi -
cally the hymns dedicated to Yazatas, or those worthy of having sacrifi ces made to 
them, we fi nd heroes and kings offering sacrifi ces so they can rule over what is 
known as the “Expanse of the Aryans.” In the Avestan language, the place is known 
as  Aryana Vaej̄ah , which by the Sasanian period came to be called  Iran-Vej  in Middle 
Persian. In the  Avesta , we also come across the geographical designation of  Airyanam 
Dahyunam , “Aryan (or Iranian) lands,” which appear to have been the eastern part 
of the greater Iranian world, what is today Afghanistan and Turkmenistan. In late 
antiquity we fi rst encounter another term,  Ērānshahr,  now associated specifi cally 
with the plateau.  Ērānshahr  meant “the Land of the Iranians,” and fi nally, by the 
sixth and seventh centuries, the truncated form,  Ērān  (Iran), is identifi ed with the 
Sasanian Empire. This means that the Sasanians used the traditions of their ancient 
religion to name the territory that they were dominating. Not only was Iran set with 
a boundary and defensive walls at its four corners, but cultural mores and values 
became associated with the idea of being Iranian. In Middle Persian literature, we 
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encounter the idea of people having an “Iranian disposition” and an “Iranian atti-
tude” that was initially shaped by Zoroastrianism. But by the sixth and seventh cen-
turies  ce , Jews, Christians, and Zoroastrians alike identifi ed with Iran and being 
Iranian. 

 With the Muslim conquest in the seventh century  ce , Iran became part of a 
larger realm, that of  Dar al-Islam . Two centuries later, Islam as a religion and culture 
had become an important characteristic of much of the population on the Iranian 
Plateau. It is important to note that Iranians themselves were the chief contributors 
to the cultural development of Islam outside of the Arabian peninsula, even though 
there are Persian words in the Qur’an that suggest an infl uence within Arabia as 
well. The Iranians were able to spread Islam as a religion and culture in a manner 
that surpassed its initial message, a fact that has captured the imagination of the 
non-Muslim world. To use Marshall G. S. Hodgson’s terminology, the Perso-
Islamicate world still demonstrated its Iranian values and ideas, much of it from its 
encounter with the Arabs and much from its own cultural past. By the eleventh 
century, the Persian language emerged as the main vehicle for the spread of Islam in 
the East. As evidence, one can point out that one of the most important Persian 
books to be composed in rhyme in the eleventh century came not from the province 
of Fars in southwestern Iran, but rather from the province of Khorasan in the north-
east. The  Shahnameh  of Ferdowsi has been considered a masterpiece of the Persian 
language for the past thousand years. The  Shahnameh , or  Book of Kings , retells the 
stories of ancient Iranian kings and the beliefs, ideals, and values of the Iranians. 
Copyists and storytellers made sure that the  Book of Kings  survived and in many 
ways became the badge of identity for the Iranians. The early independent dynasties 
of Iran in between the tenth and thirteenth centuries  ce , namely the Samanids, 
Buyids, Ghaznavids, and Seljuks, regardless of whether they were Turkish, Arab, or 
Persian, promoted the book, learned from it, and practiced its lessons. 

 By the ninth century, Iran was nominally under the rule of the caliph, but in 
effect was broken up into kingdoms ruled by local Persian, and then Turkish, over-
lords. The new immigrants from the steppes, the Turks, fi rst entered as soldiers and 
slaves, but eventually became the shahs and sultans of Iran. The Iranian-speaking 
Buyids and Samanids gave way to Turkish Ghaznavids, Seljuks, and Khwarazmshahs 
from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries. Still, the Iranian language and Iranian 
values and identity were so strong that the newcomers were fully absorbed into 
them and adopted the idea of being Iranian. In fact, Persian culture and humanism 
came hand in hand to produce a new age of learning for the Middle East and the 
world. 

 Between the ninth and thirteenth centuries, the Iranian world reached its zenith 
in science, philosophy, poetry, and humanism. Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarazmi 
in eastern Iran brought forth the idea of algebra and decimal points. The word  algo-
rithm  itself in fact derives from the name al-Khwarazmi. Zakariya Razi (Latin 
 Alrhazes ), born in the late ninth century in Ray, close to modern Tehran, became 
known as one of the most important physicians of his time. He established hospitals 
and correctly diagnosed diseases such as smallpox and measles, as well as distilling 
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and “discovering” medical alcohol. In the tenth century, Abu Nasr Farabi wrote the 
single most important text on the theory of music and was known in the West as 
one of the greatest philosophers of the East and the major commentator on 
Aristotle. 

 In the eleventh century, the polymath Abu Rayhan Biruni, who took an interest 
in every scientifi c fi eld, including geography and history, lived in greater Khorasan. 
In the twelfth century, Omar Khayyam, who came from the same region as Biruni, 
wrote the most important mathematical treatise in the Islamic world on algebra. 
Khayyam was also a philosopher and in a way an agnostic, or, as some have claimed, 
an atheist. This fact becomes evident in his poetry, which in the Persianate world 
did not receive due attention. It was the British savant Edward FitzGerald in the 
nineteenth century who made Khayyam’s poetry renowned in the West and estab-
lished his status as one of the great poets of the Islamic world. In the past century, 
though, Khayyam has also become respected in this regard in Iran. He was the main 
conduit for the transfer of Indian science to the West, through his own work and 
commentaries. The thirteenth-century philosopher and astronomer Naser al-Din 
Tusi is noted for his scientifi c ability and the establishment of an important obser-
vatory at Maragheh. These were some of the important thinkers who made medi-
eval Iran the locus of a golden age of science and humanism, an age unmatched 
until modern times. 

 While nomadic invasion from the southeast had ended the pre-Muslim era, the 
nomadic invasion from the steppes in the northeast also brought new conquerors. 
The Mongols brought about a new phase in Iran’s social, economic, and political 
history. In addition to the earlier sedentary, agricultural economy, the pastoral way 
of life took hold in Iran. A steady deforestation and devastation of the land, along 
with the loss of libraries and the death of scholars and men of letters, drove the 
Iranian realm into a state of underdevelopment from which it was really never able 
to recover. The Mongol conquest from the east devastated such cities as Samarkand 
and Bukhara, places of learning and culture for the Iranians. The initial massacres 
and destruction were reported by those who lived to tell of the apocalyptic scale of 
devastation. In time, however, the Mongol khans along with their armies became 
Muslims, adopted the Persian language, and brought forth an age of cultural effl o-
rescence under the Ilkhanids and the Timurids between the thirteenth and fi fteenth 
centuries  ce . Persian miniatures and the Persian language were the two best-known 
products of this period. Such fabulous structures as the mausoleum of Oljitu 
Khodabandeh at Sultaniyeh are a testament to the domed architecture of medieval 
Iran. 

 The fl ourishing of the Persian language in this period is of particular impor-
tance for the culture of medieval Iran, as this is the period when some of Iran’s most 
important literary fi gures appeared. Some of these fi gures lived on the Iranian 
Plateau, and others traversed and lived in other parts of the Islamic world. Sa‘di 
lived in Shiraz during the thirteenth century, at one of the most diffi cult times in the 
history of Iran and Asia, the Mongol onslaught that devastated the Middle East and 
the Iranian world. Amid this havoc, Sa‘di produced his important works, such as the 
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 Bustan  and  Golestan,  which present strong moral and social traditions and wis-
dom at a time of trouble. Even as late as the mid-twentieth century, an Iranian 
who claimed to be learned would have to have studied the works of Sa‘di. In the 
thirteenth century, another Persian poet, Mowlana Jalal al-din Balkhi, known in 
the West as Rumi, became the mystic poet par excellence of the Persian language, 
the Muslim world, and today of the West. Hafez lived in the fourteenth century 
 ce  in the city of Shiraz. He never left his city, but Iranians and Persian speakers 
from all around the world still visit his tomb and read his poems about love, 
mysticism, carnal and metaphysical pleasure, and drunkenness. In the fourteenth 
century, the Muslim traveler Ibn Battuta could hear Persian being spoken as far 
away as China, and Persian was the language of the court and administration in 
India until the nineteenth century, when British colonization ended that tradi-
tion. It was via the same avenue that words associated with the “East” in the 
Western mind also managed to travel far and wide. Images of mystery and the 
idea of the East, where people are huddled in bazaars or traveling by horse or 
camel and stopping at caravanserais, are most associated with the medieval 
Muslim world. In fact, the words  bazaar  (Persian  ba ̄za ̄r  from Pahlavi  wa ̄za ̄r ) and 
 caravan  (Persian and Pahlavi  ka ̄rwa ̄n ) are of Persian origin and travelled to 
Mughal India, where they entered European languages. 

 In the sixteenth century, Iran as a territory came under the control of a new 
dynasty that followed the spiritual path of Shaykh Safi  al-Din (d. 1334). The Safavids 
were of Kurdo-Azeri origins. The force of their militant piety changed Iran from a 
largely Sunni Muslim population with sizable Jewish, Zoroastrian, and Christian 
minorities into a Shi‘ite empire, pressed between the Ottoman and Mughal gun-
powder empires. In the offi cial correspondence of the Safavids, their realm was 
called  Iran . The new capital at Isfahan became one of the wonders of the world, 
renowned for its beauty, with its bazaar, mosques, and gardens. One can still experi-
ence this Safavid cultural renaissance when visiting the city of Isfahan. The Safavids 
protected Iran at a time when Europeans were attempting to establish their power 
in Asia, Africa, and the Americas. In the eighteenth century, Afghans were able to 
topple the last Safavid ruler, Shah Sultan Hosein, and bring Safavid rule to an end. 

 The tide was quickly turned, and Nader Shah Afshar, followed by Karim Khan 
Zand, restored the independence of Iran under the Afsharid and Zand dynasties in 
the eighteenth century. Nader Shah even fl exed his power in the east and invaded 
India, effectively ending Mughal power. Karim Khan, in his turn, attempted the 
creation of a representative system by calling himself “Advocate of the People” and 
ruling from the city of Shiraz. The tranquility brought by Karim Khan was short-
lived, and the country fi nally fell to the Qajar dynasty, which ruled from 1794 to 1921 
and was established by Agha Muhammad Khan Qajar. Iran encountered modernity 
during the Qajar period, but also lost some of its territories to the Russians. The 
Qajars, however, managed to strike a balance and kept Iran independent between 
the British and Russian powers, who aimed to control the country economically 
and politically. On the other hand, the longest-ruling Qajar king, Naser al-Din Shah 
along with Amir Kabir, attempted to build the institutions for a modern state at his 
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capital, Tehran. Travels to Europe and fascination with the modern world began the 
process of modernization and the transmission of new ideas into the country. From 
gaslit and then electricity-lit streets to a new bureaucratic apparatus to newspapers, all 
were introduced to the populace. During these innovations and changes, despotic and 
monarchic absolutism remained unshaken until the population, led by Shi‘i clergy and 
secular leaders, brought about the Constitutional Revolution in 1906. The king was 
forced to sign the constitution and a parliament was established, along with elections 
where people were able to have a say in the decision making. The Iranian constitution 
was one of the earliest constitutions approved by a people in the Middle East, and it 
attempted to curtail the powers of the ruler and give voice to the people. 

 In 1921, an Iranian Cossack offi cer named Reza Khan came to power through a 
coup d’état and was crowned the fi rst Pahlavi ruler in 1925. Iran now moved faster 
toward secularization and modernization, leaving the Shi‘i clerical establishment 
and much of Iran’s traditional past behind. The reforms of Naser al-Din Shah 
became much more pronounced and institutionalized under Reza Shah and his 
son. The discovery of oil in the early twentieth century propelled Iran into building 
the country’s infrastructure and educating the populace, while also the state changed 
the calendar system and forcing women to remove their traditional  hejab . 

 After Reza Shah was deposed by the British in 1941, his young son, Mohammad 
Reza Shah, came to the throne. This change created an era of openness in the 
press, and political participation brought about an important new period in Iran’s 
intellectual and literary history. In 1951, the democratically elected prime minister, 
Dr. Mohammad Mosaddeq, nationalized the Iranian oil company, and the shah 
took fl ight. In response, the British placed a blockade on the country. Another 
coup d’état took place, this time by the Iranian army, backed by the U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency, which deposed the popularly elected prime minister and 
brought back the shah. By the 1960s, Iran had an autocratic and repressive regime, 
silencing any dissident voice through its feared secret service. While a new genera-
tion of Iranians was becoming educated and modernized, a large number of 
Iranians became disgruntled with the cultural polarization of the country and the 
forsaking of its Islamic tradition and culture. The reforms, such as the emancipa-
tion of women, the right to divorce, land reform, breaking the power of the tradi-
tional oligarchy, and the secularization of the courts, angered many clerics, 
including Ayatollah Khomeini, who in 1963 rebuked Muhammad Reza Shah and 
his increasing dependence on the West and the westernization of Iran. 

 Increasing evidence suggests that in the last decade of his rule Muhammad Reza 
was attempting to be less dependent on the United States and the West and more 
independent, exerting his own power in the region. He was indeed a nationalist, 
but he had been kept in power through the efforts of the United States and Iran’s 
own secret police and military. Thus the leftists, liberals, and Islamists came 
together in 1978 to bring down the Pahlavi dynasty. The shah’s attempts at appeas-
ing the populace by appointing a more liberal government were too little, too late. 
He left the country, and in February 1979, Ayatollah Khomeini returned. In a 
matter of months, the Islamic Republic of Iran was established. This uprising is 
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considered the last great revolution of the twentieth century, and it changed the 
political makeup of the Middle East. In many ways, it was the beginning of Islamic 
movements, resistance, and confl ict against the West in the Muslim world. Iran’s 
and Islam’s response to imperialism, outlined a century earlier by Sayyid Jamal al-
Din Asadabadi (in the West known as al-Afghani), had come to fruition. 

 For the next eight years, through religious and ideological fervor, Iranians lost 
their aspirations for freedom and democratic values and opted for Islam and a 
“return” to their Islamic past. Their social rights were severely curbed, many were 
executed, political dissent was silenced, and the liberals, leftists, and some of the 
Islamists were arrested. At the same time, a war with Iraq exhausted Iran’s resources 
and capital. The capture of the United States embassy and the war in Lebanon 
caused major tensions in the region and the world. These confl icts led to Iran’s 
isolation in the international community, especially among the Western coun-
tries. Subsequent, actions taken by Iranian students and backed by Ayatollah 
Khomeini brought the demise of the religious, but liberal, prime minister, Mehdi 
Bazargan, and later the escape of the fi rst Iranian president, Abol Hasan Bani 
Sadr. From then on, the clergy were in power, and their aspiration was the estab-
lishment of a religious autocracy throughout the Islamic world. In 1988, when the 
Iran-Iraq War had come to an end, a large number of political prisoners were 
executed and Ayatollah Khomeini passed away. From 1989 to 2001, Iran’s political 
posture became less radical, with the exception of the Israeli-Palestinian issue. 
The government began a reconstruction plan that rebuilt Iran’s infrastructure 
and industry and brought water and electricity to villages and small cities. Free 
universities were established in most cities to educate the large number of youth 
who were born after the revolution. The government operated based on the motto 
of “neither Eastern nor Western” and emphasized Iran’s independence from world 
powers. 

 In 1997, Mohammad Khatami was elected president by a landslide and brought 
major social changes to the country. In fact, there was a revival of culture in Iran. 
Films, books, newspapers, and music fl ourished. Restrictions on women and the 
stringent dress code were eased; openness, as well as better relations with the West, 
improved Iran’s image and position in the world. Khatami’s motto and agenda of 
“dialogue among civilizations” inspired major changes and new aspirations, espe-
cially for the young, who composed more than half of the Iranian population. Still, 
the supreme leadership of the Islamic Republic of Iran, which was archconservative, 
attempted to slow or completely block these changes. In 1999, university students 
took to the streets and the fi rst signs of discontent among the second generation of 
postrevolutionary Iranians revealed themselves. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the 
Supreme Leader, who until then had acted as an arbiter between the liberal and 
conservatives in the government, clamped down on the movement. Unfortunately, 
the 9/11 bombings in the United States in 2001 hardened the U.S. stance toward the 
Islamic world. Although Iran was willing to enter into negotiations with the United 
States, President George W. Bush and his administration ignored the request and 
pushed on with their war plans in Iraq and Afghanistan, further weakening President 

AQ1
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Khatami. Iran was mentioned by Bush as part of the “Axis of Evil,” and with that 
statement all hopes for reforms in Iran were dashed. 

 In 2005 the hard-line messianic Mahmoud Ahmadinejad became the sixth 
president of Iran. His populist platform brought major changes in the political 
landscape of the country. His defi ance of the international community, holocaust 
denial, and pro-Palestinian stance made him popular in the Muslim world. At the 
same time, he clamped down on the press and the publication of books and 
attempted to make the country more Islamic in its outlook and behavior. The 
Revolutionary Guards were given lucrative government contracts and took larger 
part in the economy and politics of Iran.  

 The contested election of 2009 seems to have started a new chapter in modern 
Iranian political struggle. The protest that ensued have further the aspiration of the 
1906 and 1979 revolutions and are expressed by a new generation that does not only 
seek a nominal representation but true freedom from political and social norm. 

 The sixteen chapters in this book provide a comprehensive study of the Iranian 
world (Oxus to Euphrates) and its history, going beyond the borders of the modern 
nation-state. Boundaries of states and empires fl uctuate throughout history, but 
their cultural values resonate and remain where they fl ourished for centuries. These 
essays not only elucidate the basic political and social history of Iran but also dem-
onstrate its resonance in the larger Iranian cultural world (what I call Ērānšhāhr/
Iranshahr), which includes Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, the Republic of 
Azerbaijan, Armenia, Iraq, and the Persian Gulf states. The Iranian identity, which 
was formed through a long historical process, also appears beyond the modern ter-
ritory of the state of Iran. Not only do Tajiks and some Afghans may claim to be 
Iranians, but Iranians look at the Central Asian world as a place where Iranian cul-
ture and the Persian language formed and developed. Indeed, there is a sense of 
cultural unity that connects these people, regardless of the political and linguistic 
changes that have taken place in modern times. 

 I hope that this book demonstrates that Iran and Iranians have had a complex 
history, formed gradually throughout different periods. To understand Iranian his-
tory and the Iranian people, one needs to study these developments and the ele-
ments of continuity and change. For Iranians, the past very much infl uences their 
interactions and social and political conduct today. The Achaemenid Empire, the 
Sasanians, the Arab Muslim and Mongol conquests, and the British, Russian, and 
American hegemony all have left an indelible mark on the psyche of Iranians. 
Without knowing their history, one will not be able to understand the Iranians, 
who, like many other peoples, hold their history to be a sacred and guiding light. 

 Ever since the seventeenth-century rise of European interest in Orientalism, the 
study of Iran—or, as it was known then, Persia—has been one of the passions of 
scholar-gentlemen. Ancient Greek and Roman accounts, coupled with those of 
European explorers and travelers who were guided and haunted by the earlier 
accounts, made Iran a destination of scholarly interest. Russian, British, French, and 
German colonial and political interests and power over Iran made its study an 
imperative, as lands that had been influenced by Iranian culture or had been 
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part of its various polities were now in European hands. For example, the offi cial 
language of India, which had been Persian until the late eighteenth century, was 
changed to English. In the eighteenth century, Afghanistan fi nally left the orbit of 
Iranian political control. In the nineteenth century, the Caucasus—which includes 
the modern states of Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia—was seized by the Russians, 
and in the twentieth century, Bahrain gained its independence from Iran. In a sense, 
the study of Iranian culture was brought about by European interest in these areas 
and Iran itself. In the modern period, interest in Iran grew steadily, especially after 
the discovery of oil in Iran made it an important regional power. With the creation 
of a modern state and the promotion of the study of Iran by the Pahlavi dynasty, 
scholars became more interested in the country as one of the non-Arab states in the 
Middle East. 

 With the 1979 revolution in Iran, there was a radical turn away from secularism 
to an Islamic state and a reaction to the long period of political and economic con-
trol by Europeans and Americans. Iran’s insistence on its independence from for-
eign control and on fl exing its muscles in the region increasingly made it interesting 
to the academic community. Its status as a unique theocratic state in the modern 
world, but at the same time one of the few nations in the Middle East with some 
form of representative government, was another reason for the renewed interest in 
Iran. The government and its domestic policies, its tough rhetoric with Israel, the 
issue of nuclear power—all these peculiarities have made Iran an important coun-
try to study. To understand why and how these events took place or are taking place, 
one needs to know Iran’s history and traditions. Otherwise, Iran remains an elusive 
and incomprehensible place, of interest only to popular news channels and com-
mentators who have not bothered to learn its history.     

Author Query

AQ1: Did Iran and Islam have separate responses, or where they one and the same?
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           chapter 1 

THE IRANIAN PLATEAU 
FROM PALEOLITHIC TIMES 

TO THE RISE OF THE 
ACHAEMENID EMPIRE  

  kamyar abdi   

   Writing an archaeological history of Iran from an anthropological perspective is 
a challenge. Unlike Mesopotamia or Egypt, where indigenous cultures evolved in a 
more or less sequential fashion in compact river valleys, Iran’s broken topography 
poses major obstacles to uniform sociocultural development. High mountain 
ridges and large expanses of inhospitable deserts divide Iran into several largely 
distinct environmental zones, each with its own local cultural confi guration and 
social trajectory, changing over time in different modes and tempos. Sociocultural 
diversity is most apparent in earlier periods; while southwestern Iran witnessed the 
emergence of complex societies and states, parts of eastern Iran had only villages 
and small towns. Later, during the Bronze Age, when eastern Iran experienced a 
short period of urbanism, the western and northwestern parts of the country had 
only a few sizable towns, while the majority of the population presumably led a 
nomadic life. 

 We should, however, bear in mind that in the past century and a half of archae-
ological research in Iran, different parts of the country and its prehistory have 
received unequal attention. While a considerable part of western and southern 
Iran has been explored relatively comprehensively, eastern and northern Iran 
remains largely an archaeological terra incognita. The amount of archaeological 
research on different periods also varies greatly. For example, research on the 
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Paleolithic period is negligible compared to its long time span, while the Neolithic 
period has received considerable attention because of its signifi cance for major 
archaeological research topics, such as the origins of food production and seden-
tism. The Early and Middle Chalcolithic periods have also suffered from inatten-
tion, while the era of early state formation in the Late Chalcolithic period has been 
explored in considerable detail. The Early Bronze Age best represents this disparity 
in archaeological research; while the Proto-Elamite period in southern and eastern 
Iran has been a popular topic for research, the contemporary Yanik culture in 
northwestern Iran has been neglected. The phenomena of urbanism and interre-
gional exchange in the Middle Bronze Age have understandably attracted much 
archaeological research, while the Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age have 
scarcely been explored beyond mortuary remains. The Late Iron Age has also been 
studied to a certain degree, partly for the rise of the Medes and Persians, but it too 
has its share of unknowns. 

 It is therefore not surprising that our archaeological knowledge of Iran is 
uneven both temporally and spatially, a fact that observant readers should realize 
from this brief survey of Iranian prehistory.  

    Paleolithic Times (ca. 1,000,000 to 12,000  bce ): 
Hunters and Gatherers on the Move   

 Research on the Paleolithic period in Iran is in its infancy, but Iran’s strategic 
location in the Near East, bordered on the north and south by large bodies of 
water, is an indication that it was the only land bridge hunter-gatherers of 
Paleolithic times could have crossed on their migrations from Africa to Southeast 
Asia. While evidence for the Lower Paleolithic in Iran is scarce, disjointed, and not 
entirely reliable, the recent discovery of  Homo erectus  remains in Georgia, as well 
as abundant Lower Paleolithic remains in the lands to the east, promise a produc-
tive research future. 

 Middle Paleolithic occupations, mostly discovered in the Zagros, tend to 
occur in cave sites, usually in locations close to sources of raw material for making 
stone tools. Middle Paleolithic stone tools, generally called Mousterian, include 
unifacial triangular points and sidescrapers, indicating an economy predomi-
nantly relying on hunting. In fact, analysis of faunal remains from Kobeh Cave, 
Ghar-i Khar, and Warwasi rock-shelter in the Central Zagros indicate that a wide 
range of ungulates, including some large mammals, were hunted by Middle 
Paleolithic people. 

 The Upper Paleolithic settlement pattern in the Zagros shows a shift to open-air 
sites and seems to have consisted of a hierarchy of sites, including some larger sites 
that may have served as the home base for a band of some fi fty individuals. 
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In  addition, there were smaller camps of families formed from the breakdown of 
larger bands. The lower levels of Upper Paleolithic settlement hierarchy included 
short-lived hunting-fi shing camps of one to fi ve men close to game country, and 
small camps of one to three men occupied for only one or two days for the purpose 
of procuring raw materials. 

 With the Upper Paleolithic period, the stone tool industry shows more vari-
ation and more distinction. The Upper Paleolithic of the Zagros is primarily 
characterized by stone tool industries known as Baradostian and Zarzian. 
Compared to the Mousterian tool industry, the Baradostian shows an increase 
in the number of tool types and greater emphasis on tool-making techniques. 
While some tool types such as sidescrapers continue to be made, new types such 
as blades and bladelets appear, signaling a change in subsistence toward more 
utilization of floral resources. The next tool industry, known as Zarzian, may 
have developed from the Baradostian, but a chronological gap between the two 
is also likely. The shift to smaller and retouched tools that began in the previous 
period continues through Zarzian, with the introduction of microliths and 
microburins. 

 It has been estimated that the Zarzian period began by 20,000  bce  and perhaps 
ended around 12,000  bce , although there are only a few dated sites to verify these 
estimates. One of the few dates for the Zarzian period comes from Pa Sangar Cave 
in the Khorramabad Plain and implies an occupation of the cave between 15,300 
and 15,000  bce , contemporary with the Kebaran sites of the Levant, with which 
Zarzian shares some typological similarities. By the late Zarzian period, roughly 
corresponding to the end of the Pleistocene period around 12,000  bce , the tool 
industry emphasizing microliths, as well as evidence for composite tools and other 
tool types, perhaps for grinding wild grains, at sites such as Ghar-i Khar, Warwasi, 
and Pa Sangar rock-shelters, suggests a gradual shift to an economy increasingly 
dependent on collecting wild plants. It has been argued, however, that there may 
have been a chronological gap and a shift from higher to lower elevations from the 
end of the Paleolithic period (Zarzian) to the Early (Aceramic) Neolithic period in 
the Zagros. In the Zagros, following the Zarzian there is no known counterpart to 
the Natufi an of the Levant. The next evidence chronologically consists of a small 
series of prepottery Neolithic sites with some traces of architecture (see below). 
Some researchers argue that the chronological gap and shift to lower elevation can 
be attributed to environmental changes in the region. This is based on pollen data 
for 13,000 to 11,000  bce , implying that the climatic conditions became noticeably 
drier and/or colder just before the turn for the better. Consequently, the middle 
elevations of the Zagros (600 to 1,500 m above sea level) remained largely treeless 
during the Bølling-Allerød phase of the Younger Dryas, thus offering human 
groups limited plants and animals to exploit. This change forced the hunter-gath-
erers of the late Zarzian period into lower elevations, where they came into close 
contact with wild ancestors of a number of animals, most importantly the caprines, 
that is, sheep and goats.  
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    Epipaleolithic and Early Neolithic 
(12,000 to 6000  bce ): Origins of Food 

Production and Sedentism   

 The Zagros Mountains and their western foothills were probably one of the several 
places in the Near East where two major developments in human history, food pro-
duction, and sedentism began. By the Late Epipaleolithic period (ca. 10,000 to 8000 
 bce ), the hunter-gatherer diet changed radically to include a larger number of 
smaller and localized faunal resources, as well as more fl oral material. Post-
Pleistocene climatic fl uctuations and environmental changes in the Near East were 
probably an important impetus for these changes, forcing bands of hunter- gatherers 
to intensify and diversify their exploitation of their environment by adopting a 
broad-spectrum economy in which subsistence depended on many smaller, local 
food items. 

 Early villages are known to have existed in Iran as early as 7000  bce , featuring 
modest huts and a variety of grinding tools, but without evidence of either domes-
tic animals or cultivated plants. These villages seem to be part of a wide phenome-
non that occurred toward the end of the Bølling-Allerød phase of the Younger 
Dryas. A noticeable reduction in cereal-type pollen in deposits from Lake Zeribar in 
the Central Zagros indicate drier conditions. It is possible that these climatic condi-
tions affected overall biotic productivity and restricted the movements of hunter-
gatherers to highly localized areas where forest products could be exploited. 
Following the Younger Dryas, a climatic amelioration allowed forests to spread, seg-
menting formerly open ranges into smaller units and arranging niches for different 
species by altitude and type of vegetation. Sedentism and the reduction of the open 
range encouraged territoriality. People began to protect and propagate local herds 
of caprines, a predomestication practice that can be referred to as a food resource 
management strategy ultimately leading to domestication. Later, when domesti-
cated cereals reached the Zagros from Transjordan through the Levantine corridor, 
there was opportunity for people to establish more elaborate villages based on herd-
ing, collecting, and agriculture outside the forest zone. In the meantime, with the 
climate getting warmer and wetter, caprines, as well as village-based hunters and 
herders—and following them, farmers—began to spread into higher elevations. 
Soon early villages began to fl ourish in the Zagros and its foothills. 

 Remains of the crucial period of transition from food procurement to food 
production come from a number of sites in western Iran, including the Central 
Zagros. Tepe Asiab in the Kermanshah Plain is a semipermanent campsite of this 
period. The excavated area at Asiab contained remains of a temporary circular shel-
ter with two burials under its fl oor, both of which were stained with red ochre and 
associated with personal ornaments. Asiab yielded the fi rst objet d’art in Iranian 
history, a clay fi gurine of a boar, now on display at the Iran National Museum in 
Tehran. 
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 There are other sites, such as Sarab and Ganj Dareh in the same region and 
Guran further south in the Hulailan Valley, Ali Kosh in the Deh Luran Plain, and 
Chogha Bonut in the Susiana Plain with semipermanent occupations in their basal 
levels, gradually giving way to permanent dwellings. Most of these early villages 
exhibit the adoption of agriculture by people who had depended on hunting and 
gathering until a few hundred years earlier. The combination of domestic plants 
and animals sometime around 6000  bce  allowed the beginning of early village life 
and paved the way for further developments.  

    Middle Neolithic to Middle Chalcolithic 
(ca. 6000 to 4000  bce ): Path to Social 

Complexity   

 Shortly after 6000  bce , food-producing villages were abundant in western Iran, 
especially in clusters in the Solduz Valley in Azerbaijan, the Kermanshah-Mahidasht 
Plains in the Central Zagros, the Hulailan Valley in Luristan, the Deh Luran and 
Susiana plains, and the Kur River Basin in Fars. Thanks to a massive fi re that par-
tially burned and preserved Ganj Dareh Level D, we have gained an understanding 
of the internal organization of an early village, with small mud-brick houses each 
consisting of living and food-preparation spaces and storage facilities, mainly for 
foodstuffs. Due to burning, many architectural details have been preserved at Ganj 
Dareh, but whether this was an exception or whether early Neolithic villages of the 
Zagros all enjoyed such architectural standards remains to be explored. 

 Unlike Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites in the Levant or Çatal Höyük in Anatolia, 
where social complexity and ritual behavior appear shortly after the emergence of 
sedentary life, early villages in Iran show very little architectural evidence for ritual 
activities, perhaps a result of a propensity to put small excavations in small sites. 
Among the few exceptions may have been the “Painted Building” at Tepe Zagheh in 
the Central Plateau and a niche with two attached goat skulls at Ganj Dareh, which 
may suggest some sort of “ritual” activities. 

 Considerable archaeological research in the Susiana and Deh Luran plains in 
the past several decades has provided us with a general picture of the development 
of village life in southwestern Iran. In both plains, sedentary life began in dispersed 
villages close to water and food supplies. Despite their limited numbers, these vil-
lages were not isolated but maintained regional and interregional contact, as evi-
denced by imported materials, including obsidian, shell, and turquoise, coming 
from regions as far away as eastern Anatolia, the Persian Gulf, and Khorasan. 

 These early villages exploited a wide variety of available resources, but sed-
entary life in an arid environment with limited food resources, as well as popula-
tion increase, forced people to intensify their food production by bringing more 
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land under cultivation, expanding their fl ocks, and domesticating cows. Cows 
can pull plows, though our direct evidence of this in plow-marked fi elds and in 
fi gurines of cows with painted traces and halters occurs later. With the help of 
cows, people could bring even more land under cultivation. But, more impor-
tantly, cows can produce more milk than early sheep and goats, and after a mil-
lennium or more of cow milk being given to human babies whose mothers had 
little milk of their own, the digestive system of humans must have developed the 
ability to process lactose at least as semiprocessed yogurt or cheese. If so, our 
“domestic bacteria” that make cheese and yogurt must have come soon after the 
appearance of cows. An application of the new electrophoresis techniques to 
unwashed basin and jar shards from early villages such as Chogha Sefi d, Zagheh, 
and Iblis “0” may show traces of lipids and bacteria. At the same time that the 
cow-plow-milk-yogurt complex was developing, the old technology of green-
grain parching ovens was applied to bread baking and pottery fi ring, allowing 
such high-fi red buff wares as Archaic Susiana 3 in Susiana, Seh Gabi in the 
Central Zagros, Dalma in Azerbaijan, and Bakun in Fars. This development 
marks the beginning of the Chalcolithic period. 

 Raised breads baked in new ovens would imply yeasts and probably beer. We 
have independent evidence of early yeasts in the form of wine jars found at Haji 
Firuz Tepe in Azerbaijan, and later at Godin Tepe in the Central Zagros. Processed 
grain and grain foods, along with domestic pulses like lentils and chickpeas, provide 
more plant protein, so people did not need to consume as much meat. In fact, there 
do seem to have been fewer nomadic camps in the Zagros during the Middle 
Neolithic and Early Chalcolithic periods, which may indicate less herding. 

 With this fundamental change in food production and preparation, there is 
also architectural evidence for social changes from single-family to larger units in 
Early Susiana sites and Iblis level “0.” This architectural change signals a shift in 
socioeconomic structure, allowing for incorporation of a larger labor force into 
productive activities. 

 Another major innovation in riverine plains like Susiana and Deh Luran was 
the development of irrigation agriculture by digging canals to divert water from 
rivers to agricultural fi elds. This accomplishment, though originally meant to aug-
ment the subsistence economy, had some social impact as well. First, it introduced 
the benefi ts of collective labor in large-scale construction works. Second, in the long 
run, hand in hand with agricultural intensifi cation, irrigation facilitated the accu-
mulation of surplus products. This, in turn, led to differential access to resources. In 
the course of time, those who had more food to spare in times of shortage realized 
the signifi cance of their prerogative and exploited it to acquire special social privi-
leges for themselves and their kin. This process led to what anthropologists usually 
call ranking. Rank originally depended on an individual’s own achievement during 
his or her lifetime, but later, through mechanisms not entirely clear to us, rank was 
passed on from one generation to the next. Hereditary ranking meant that indi-
viduals enjoyed a special rank from the moment they were born, regardless of their 
personal merits. Special rank brought some people higher status; this included 
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 privileged access to resources and the special respect they received from other mem-
bers of the society of lower rank. 

 Individuals of high rank, who had now become leaders of their villages, con-
solidated their control over resources and the operation of their societies. The resi-
dence of one of these early leaders may have been excavated at Chogha Mish. This 
structure, dated to the Middle Susiana period, is considerably larger and better built 
than typical houses of the same time, and in its many rooms archaeologists have 
found evidence for different craft activities such as pottery making and fl int 
knapping. 

 The villages where the leaders resided also grew in size. With the emergence and 
agglomeration of specialized and full-time craftsmen and ritualists in larger vil-
lages, they became the central places for the surrounding region. By the Middle 
Susiana period in the Susiana Plain and the Bakun phase in Fars, a two- or three-tier 
settlement hierarchy emerged, with leaders and their associates living in larger vil-
lages and subordinates in smaller villages. In the meantime, leaders were engaged in 
extending their authority beyond the immediate limits of their villages to nearby 
settlements and to the surrounding region. 

 A more or less similar process was probably underway in other parts of Iran. 
Almost every valley in the Zagros Mountains with suffi cient water and cultivable 
land had a small center and a few satellite villages. Larger plains show even more 
hierarchical settlement patterns, with centers as large as 10 hectares, several villages 
of 2 to 5 hectares, and numerous small hamlets. In the meantime, between the Late 
Neolithic and Late Chalcolithic periods, from the early agricultural village society 
of the Central Zagros emerged a new socioeconomic formation that by the Late 
Chalcolithic period consolidated itself as nomadic pastoralism. The initial devel-
opment of pastoralism in the Central Zagros was an adaptive strategy to a high-
land environment with limited and dispersed resources in order to supplement a 
primarily agricultural village-based economy. With the expansion of the agricul-
tural regime, the distance to be traveled to pastures became greater, and as a con-
sequence, the organization of labor involved in herding had to be modifi ed to meet 
the more complex task of moving sizable herds over larger areas. This process lead 
to the divergence of nomadic societies primarily occupied with pastoralism from 
village communities primarily concerned with agriculture. Archaeological evi-
dence for these early nomadic societies has been discovered in the Central Zagros 
and in Pusht-i Kuh, Luristan, at the two isolated cemeteries of Hakalan and Dum 
Gar-i Parchineh. Both cemeteries have yielded burials with grave goods including 
stamp seals and ceramics similar to, but iconographically different from, those of 
Susa that suggest early steps toward ranking. Since no settlement has been recorded 
in association with these cemeteries, they have usually been attributed to nomadic 
people. 

 Another notable cultural zone in this era is the Central Plateau, where the 
Cheshmeh Ali culture demonstrates the initial steps toward craft specialization and 
sociopolitical complexity. Unfortunately, the lack of regional archaeological surveys 
and limited excavations restricts our knowledge of sociopolitical processes in a large 
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part of Iran. Once again, we have to turn to southwestern Iran, especially to the 
Susiana Plain, in order to assess this process. 

 Village leaders’ policy of expanding their spheres of infl uence and acquiring 
resources, especially agricultural fi elds, may have put neighboring villages on a col-
lision course. Violent confl icts arose during which some villages were attacked by 
others and the seat of the defeated leader was set on fi re; an example can be seen in 
the confl agration of Chogha Mish at the end of the Middle Susiana period. From 
this regional confl ict, and with Chogha Mish out of the picture, Susa emerged as the 
new center of the Susiana Plain. 

 Susa may have been founded in the Late Susiana period, but by the Susa I period 
it fl ourished as the dominant center of the Susiana Plain, a position it maintained 
for much of the next fi ve thousand years until Middle Islamic times. The most 
important structures of the Susa I period at Susa are in the area known as the 
Acropole. Early in this century, French archaeologists discovered a rectangular 
mud-brick platform, which they called the  massif funéraire , measuring ca. 7 × 14 m, 
and preserved to a height of 1.7 m. This platform may have been the foundation for 
a ceremonial or religious structure. Dug into and in the area below and around the 
massif, in an area between 120 and 750 sq m, an estimated 2,000 primary and sec-
ondary burials have been recovered, some associated with elegant black-on-buff 
Susa I beakers, copper axes, and stamp seals depicting fi gures in elaborate costumes. 
This necropolis has been interpreted as a mass grave or the supralocal cemetery of 
the satellite settlements of Susa. 

 The  massif funéraire  and its cemetery were followed in a few generations by the 
construction of a larger platform called the  haute terrasse . This large stepped struc-
ture, some 11 m high, supported on its top an area of about 70 × 65 m that, according 
to some scholars, served as the foundation for the residence of a high-ranking indi-
vidual, perhaps a priest-ruler. The south side of the  haute terrasse , some 80 m long, 
was decorated with inlaid ceramic cones in groups of four or fi ve, plaque mosaics, 
and clay models of goat horns. 

 While the Susa society clearly exhibits characteristics of ranking, it does not 
seem to have enjoyed a complex political formation on a state level of organization. 
It seems that a certain group, who may or may not have exerted direct control over 
production, were involved in some sort of periodic ritual activities probably aimed 
at enhancing social cohesion among the town dwellers of Susa, people in surround-
ing villages, and perhaps the nomadic pastoralists in the hinterland. These sociocul-
tural developments were nonetheless essential in laying the foundations for the 
formation of early states on the Susiana Plain in a few centuries. 

 As these developments were underway in Susiana, several archaeological sites 
on the Central Plateau displayed remarkable technological advances, especially in 
metallurgy. Excavations at Tepe Qabrestan, ca. 60 km south of Qazvin on the Central 
Plateau, revealed a multiroom copper workshop, while molds for open casting of 
copper utensils and objects have been discovered at Tepe Sialk in Kashan and Tell-i 
Iblis south of Kerman. Most of the copper used in this fl ourishing industry came 
from mines in central and southeastern Iran, the areas around Kashan and Kerman. 
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The discovery of copper axes and “mirrors” in a number of Susa I graves at Susa 
along with elaborate black-on-buff pottery and stamp seals may point to the metal’s 
considerable social and economic signifi cance at this time. 

 Few other cultures of this time in the Zagros or the plateau exhibit the level of 
sociopolitical complexity seen at Susa. One may have been the Bakun culture of 
Fars, with its long duration, wide geographical distribution, and a pottery tradition 
as sophisticated as that of Susa I. Excavations at Tol-e Bakun in the Kur River basin 
revealed a large building with more than one hundred seal impressions from tags, 
bales, sacks, and doors. This concentration of sealings in a single structure has 
prompted use of the term “administrative quarter” to describe this building. 

 Fars witnessed a considerable population increase by the Middle Bakun phase. 
Under poorly understood conditions, population growth and craft specialization 
may have led to the emergence of a centralized control system to coordinate the 
local irrigation system, storage, and redistribution of staple foods and other prod-
ucts. This control system, operating through “administrative quarters” such as the 
one excavated at Tol-e Bakun, however, could not prevent the irrigation system 
from failing. Poorly managed riverine irrigation may have led to increasing soil 
salinity. As a consequence, by the Late Bakun phase, the agricultural regime seems 
to have failed, and the sedentary population dropped to far below its peak during 
Middle Bakun levels. It has been argued that by the middle of the subsequent Lapui 
phase, much of the population had adopted a pastoral nomadic way of life to sup-
port their fl ocks, and hence their subsistence, by moving from one patch of grazing 
land to another. The settlement system remained more or less the same until the 
middle of the succeeding Banesh phase and the emergence of the Proto-Elamite 
civilization. But before turning to this crucial era in Iranian history, we should take 
a look at the developments in more western areas, especially the Susiana Plain and 
further west, in Mesopotamia.  

    Late Chalcolithic Period 
(ca. 4000 to 3200  bce ): The Rise 

of Early States   

 The lowlands of southwestern Iran have been among the most important areas for 
the study of the mechanisms leading to the emergence of primary states. Regional 
archaeological surveys in the Susiana Plain suggest population increase up to the 
Susa I period, when political structure was still at a prestate level of organization. In 
this period, Susa controlled a series of smaller settlement clusters to the north, east, 
and south. In the succeeding Terminal Susa I period, Susa was partially destroyed 
and subsequently declined in size, and the settlement network of the previous 
period also disintegrated. The Susa I culture, with its monumental structures at 
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